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KALAMAZOO RESOURCES LTD (KZR.ASX) 

Exposure to exciting Victorian and Pilbara gold exploration   

1.0 SUMMARY 

Kalamazoo has in the short time since listing in Jan 2017 positioned itself with key 
tenements in the exciting and rapidly expanding Victorian and Pilbara goldfields and 
arranged investors of world standing to underpin medium term funding. 

The corporate strategy has already provided astute acquisition of these key tenements, 
working capital from development and sale of a small resource and a strong commitment 
to technologies that improve the probabilities of discoveries in these important regions 
where little modern exploration has been carried out. 

In Victoria, KZR has accumulated 100% ownership of three historic goldfields in the 
important 60moz Bendigo Zone that have a combined past production of over 8moz. 

In the Pilbara, KZR’s projects include the recent Ashburton 1.6moz resource acquisition and 
those in the vicinity of DEG’s exciting Mallina Gold Project.  

KZR’s impressive growth has been through strategic asset accumulation and its future 
is developing them. 

KEY POINTS  

• Exposure to the Victoria Gold Renaissance 
o 100% owned tenements covering three goldfields and 476km2 

• Exposure to Pilbara gold developments. 
o Four projects covering 600km2  

Victorian Gold Renaissance Growth Assets  
• Castlemaine gold project – 5.6moz historic production 310km2 

• South Muckleford Gold Project – 2.1moz Historic Goldfield 161km2 

• Tarnagulla Central Gold Project – 0.7moz Historic Goldfield 5km2 

KZR’s Victorian gold projects offer exceptional opportunities in today’s gold price 
environment. KZR’s `high grade’ gold exploration strategy with emphasis on careful 
technical assessment is already creating significant shareholder value.     

The Victorian Goldfields were the world’s premier producer over the period 1860-1890 
with over 50% of annual global output.  Gold wealth built much of Victoria’s historic 
buildings in Melbourne and in the cities of Bendigo and Ballarat. 

Gold production in Victoria, like for most of Australia, wound down after 1920 and unlike 
most of the rest of Australia never recovered in later gold bull markets.  

Discovery by KL.TSX of the Swan Zone at Fosterville (>2moz @60g/t) and production like 
192koz @49.3g/t in Dec Qtr 2019 has now reinvigorated these Victorian Goldfields. 

The potential of KZR’s tenements and its corporate character have been recognised by 
Quinton Hennigh, President of Novo Resources and adviser to Kirkland Lake on Fosterville 
and also KL.TSX Chairman Eric Sprott with respective shareholdings in KZR. 

Pilbara Gold Potential Recognition Growth Assets 
• Ashburton Gold Project – 1.6moz resource 217km2 

• The Sisters Gold Project – 136km2 

• DOM’s Gold Project – 217km2 

• Marble Bar Gold Project – 48km2 

Acquisition of Ashburton from NST gives KZR real Pilbara presence with potential near-term 
production.  De Grey Mining’s nearby Mallina Gold Project is one of the first major 
discoveries in the Pilbara and likely to become one of WA’s largest. 

KZR has some quality exploration tenements and the exploration opportunities over large 
areas here using modern technologies are substantial. 

Kalamazoo Resources with a market cap of just A$90m has high leverage to the 
Ashburton development and successful exploration programmes.  

 19 July 2020   

24 Month Price Target:   (>A$2.50) 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

Share Price $0.72 
Net Asset Value A$16m 
12 Month Range $0.165- $1.00 
Market Cap (undiluted) $94m 
Issued Shares 130.34m 
Unlisted Options  42.0m 
  
Fully dil capital @ A$0.80 138m 
Cash A$9.1m 
  

DIRECTORS 

  

Luke Reinehr Exec Chairman + CEO 
Paul Adams 
Angus Middleton 

Non Exec Director  
Non-Exec Director 

Bernard Crawford  Company Secretary 

 

TOP SHAREHOLDERS  

Doux Argent Pty Ltd 30.0% 
Eric Sprott 7.77% 
Novo Resources Corp 7.77% 
HSBC Nominees  2.5% 
Top 20 64.8% 

 

This report has been written by Martin Place 
Securities Pty Ltd. 

Data has been sourced from available public 
information and reflects the author’s own 
assessments.  
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2.0   KALAMAZOO RESOURCES - IN PROFILE 

Kalamazoo was listed on ASX in Jan 2017 with some attractive WA mining tenements 
and currently has 600km2 footprint in WA in the Pilbara.  In Victoria, the acquisition of 
the Castlemaine tenements began a more significant program that has developed a key 
476km2 asset portfolio in the Bendigo Zone. 

Ashburton Gold Project acquisition has provided potentially mineable resources. 

Capital base gives a strong platform for KZR to develop these important assets.  

2.1 KALAMAZOO TENEMENT ASSETS 

Victoria 

Castlemaine Gold Project (310 km2) 

• Historic production of 5.6moz 

• Wattle Gully (EL006679) 

• Wattle Gully South (EL006752) Numerous early targets 

• Queens (Malmsbury)  (EL 007112) 

South Muckleford Gold Project (161 km2) 

• South Muckleford (EL006959) Directly S of historic 2.moz @28g/t Maldon  

• West Muckleford (EL007021) 

Tarnagulla Central Gold Project Region (5 km2) 

• Historic goldfield production of 0.7moz 

• Tarnagulla (EL6780) 

Western Australia 

Pilbara 

• Ashburton Basin - Gold resource 1.6moz (ex NST) (217km2) 

• The Sisters  - exploration along strike from DEG’s Hemi (136km2) 

• DOM’s Hill – gold nuggets and other exploration(217km2) 

• Marble Bar – near Calidus Warrawoona 1.5moz deposit (48km2) 
 

2.2 KALAMAZOO RESOURCES ASSETS 

Ashburton gold resource located 45km S of Paraburdoo in the Pilbara and recently 
acquired from Northern Star for a deferred payment of A$5m plus a royalty. 

 

Options base to give A$23.3m funding by late 2022 

 

Financial History 

 

Quality tenements acquired 
over past three years 
Victoria -tenement locations

 

 

 

 

 

WA – tenement locations 
Pilbara 

 

 

• Ashburton 

• The Sisters 

• DOM’s Hill 

• Marble Bar 
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3.0 INVESTMENT REVIEW 

KZR is a very interesting company with an impressive track record since listing less than 
four years ago. It has built an asset base and astutely secured funding that has placed 
the company in a strong position to confidently carry out its programmes over the next 
few years.  

The company has focus on two key areas that are likely to be amongst the most 
important and exciting exploration centres in Australia for the next five years.  

Victoria is indeed enjoying a renaissance in gold production. 

KZR already has three projects in Victoria - Castlemaine, South Muckleford and 
Tarnagulla – that are well placed geologically and the company’s approach to local 
stakeholders has also made it well placed in bidding in the Victorian Government’s 
current NCVG tender for four key tenements around and N of Fosterville. 

Key Victorian explorers Catalyst (CYL.ASX) and Chalice (CHN.ASX) have vast tenements 
areas under the Murray Basin sediments and are so far successfully seeking greenfield 
mineralisation and resources under this cover.  

In contrast, KZR has tenements without such cover and has many surface leads. 

The Pilbara in the N of WA is also having a surge in interest following on from De Grey’s 
Mallina Gold Project discovery and the Pilbara Conglomerates.  The gold endowment of 
the Pilbara should be soon recognised as a coming of age against its much bigger brother 
in the Yilgarn to its south.  

The company’s four projects in the Pilbara include the just acquired Ashburton gold 
resource and The Sisters which has just completed encouraging geochem sampling along 
strike from the very important De Grey’s Mallina discovery which is shaping up to be the 
most important and largest greenfield gold resource discovery in WA of the past 20 
years. 

Being well funded, the company is in a strong position to thoughtfully carry out its 
strategy which focuses on quality and, as is necessary in Victoria, is:- 

• only looking for high grade gold deposits  

• using and developing state of art technologies  

• highlighting ESG principles  

• focusing only on those areas offering minimal local objections  

The Victorian tenements cover over 476 km2 with hundreds of line km of historic gold 
bearing structures so KZR has needed to develop a strategy that would provide the most 
effective exploration.  

The character of Victoria goldfields is geological structure and so needs different 
approaches to WA where geochemistry and shear zones are the keys.   

The mineralisation within the entire Central Victorian Goldfields is almost all structurally 
controlled so must be approached carefully. 

KZR has focused on structural analysis together with geochemistry surveys.  

To best achieve this, the company has engaged with CSIRO to optimise exploration 
efficiency using the CSIRO / Newmont technology of analysing the ultrafine particle 
component of a sample. This technology has very successfully built on the concept that 
the finest grade particles (i.e., in this case, the clay particles left in suspension for a given 
sample) will have the best representation of gold in sediments and this provides a more 
accurate reflection of the gold content in any sampled location.  

KZR is using this technology in Victoria and the Pilbara. 

The company is also working with CSIRO on its analysis of the distribution patterns of 
micas and similar minerals associated with the gold mineralisation to better identify 
exploration targets.   

These technologies make it easier and more reliable to establish targets within the 
hundreds of kilometres of linear structures in KZR tenement holdings areas. 

 

Tenements located in the 
Bendigo Zone which was the 
most productive within the 
Central Victoria Goldfields. 
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The current phase of the great bull market in gold leading to Australian gold production 
reaching new highs of over 340tpa is finally including Victoria.   

The Fosterville mine is likely to produce 20 tonnes of gold (~600koz) in 2020 at >30g/t 
to make it one of the World’s lowest cost producers.  

Five key players - Catalyst, Kalamazoo, Chalice, Kirkland Lake (also a producer) and 
Navarre – are exploring. Two TSX-listed new entrants Fosterville South  and Mawson are 
also present as well as a few minnows.  More should be expected. 

 

Source: IRESS MPS 
 

On the  basis of these market caps, a reasonable assessment would be that KZR’s 
Victorian assets should be comparable to 30% of Catalyst and equal to Chalice pre 
Julimar and Navarre.  This would be around A$72m or A$0.61/share. 
  

Most current Victorian exploration tenements are quite large so data compilation needs 
to initially be broad for regional assessment and then closer focus.    
 

KZR has been carrying out surveys for soil geochemistry, Induced Polarisation and 
ground magnetics on a regional basis. It is also highlighting 3D analysis to better 
understand local and regional structures. 
 

The company has embarked on an exploration drilling program with ten initial targets in 
the Castlemaine tenements.   
 

The first target was at Mustang in a pine plantation which was the first accessible site 
available to Kalamazoo. A total of 14 diamond holes were drilled for 4,947 metres with 
all 14 holes intersecting high grade gold or anomalous gold and the best being 0.8 m at 
19.4 g/t from 300m MU19DD02 and a spectacular 1.42 metres at 261 .3 g/t from 100m 
in MU19DD04.  The nature of gold mineralisation in the Bendigo Zone is such that 
continuity is critical but Kalamazoo concluded from these drill holes that width and 
continuity were not achieved and did not meet its target of 1moz at > 10g/t. New drill 
targets are being developed. 
 
KZR Tenements amongst the majors around Bendigo 

 

Source: KZR 

 

Victoria gold production 
exceeding 20tpa 
 

Five key players 
 

KLA 
CYL 
CHN 
KZR 
NML 
 
+ Fosterville South (FSX.V) 
+ Mawson  (MAW.To) 
 
Current tenements are very 
large and allow for eventual 
sell downs and farm ins 
 

Surveys underway for 

 

• Soil geochemistry 

• IP 

• Ground magnetics 
 

• And analysis of 3D 
structures 

  

Tenements have large 
exploration areas. 
 

Those to the North of the 
Southern Limit of the Murray 
Basin Cover (brown line) are 
true greenfields explorers 
 
Those to the South have 
countless historic workings 
….and local residents and 
other activities to 
constructively work with 
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THE ASBURTON ACQUISITION  

Kalamazoo has made an outstanding coup in the acquisition of the Ashburton gold 
project. It immediately takes it to the stage of a company having potential for near term 
cash flow from the development of this ore body.  
 

It is significant that the work done by Northern Star is of a very high standard as is to be 
expected and it gives quite significant potential for the company in the near future. 
 

The terms of the transactions are very favourable to Kalamazoo with no funds to be paid 
until the commencement of mining with A$5m to be paid and thereafter a royalty giving 
a notional A$17.5m purchase price. 
 

The resource position is very favourable to Kalamazoo. 
 

These resources were established in mid 2013 at an A$ gold price of around A$1350/oz 
or around A$42/gram.  This gave cutoff grades of 0.7 (A$29/t) and 0.9g/t (A$38/t) for 
these resources.  

 
 
At today’s A$2500/oz this is A$80/g and so A$72/t and A$56/t hence an increase in 
resource would be expected from a 0.5g/t (or lower) pit shell.  Additional resources are 
also expected from already identified new deposits nearby.   
 
KZR could expect to see >2.5moz being delineated here. 
 
Previous mining extracted approximately 350,000oz at an average grade of 3.3g/t from 
mostly oxide ores with most from Mt Olympus with a recovery of 92% and strip ratio of 
3:1.    
 
A A$250m 2.5mpta plant treating 2g/t from initially oxide ore could produce around 
140-150,000ozpa and total production costs of around A$1250/oz.   
 
Earnings would be around A$125mpa a/tax with ~A$150mpa cash generation. 
  
At A$2500/oz this is an A/tax NPV10 of ~A$410m or A$283/oz on 1.45moz recovered 
gold.  
 
Or ~A$2.40/KZR share fully diluted  
 
A significant boost to KZR’s shareholder wealth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

The Ashburton Project is 
potentially transformational 
for KZR. 
 

 

 

No cash to pay prior to 
commencement of mining. 
 

 

1.6moz set when gold was 
~A$1350/oz. 
 

 

Cut off grades were 0.7 and 
0.9g/t. 
 

 

 

 

Pit shells would be 
reconfigured to 0.5g/t or 
lower… 
 

…giving possibly >2.5moz 
here  
 
 
 
 
 

 Earnings would be around 
A$1250mpa a/tax with  
A$150mpa cash generation. 
 

 

 

NPV ~A$380-410M 
 

~A$280/oz NPV 
 

A$2.40/ KZR share fully 
diluted 
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VALUATION ASSESSMENT 

 
Kalamazoo Resources is being built into an important emerging market leader in its class. 
 
The acquisition of the Victorian and the Pilbara assets gives the company a very strong 
platform to create shareholder wealth through exploration In Victoria and the Pilbara 
and also the potential development of the Ashburton gold project . 
 
It is clear from market valuations of Victorian gold explorers that Kalamazoo assets 
would be worth at least A$80m ($0.61 per share) and as much as A$200m in a strong 
gold market.  
 
The assets for gold exploration in the Pilbara are less clear clear but a modest amount 
of current value could be ascribed to the three projects.  
 
The Ashburton gold acquisition is truly transformational for Kalamazoo in that the 
project with 1.65moz of resource in a recently mined operation should have a valuation 
of over A$60/oz giving a gross market value of ~A$200m.  
 
As noted the current pit shell determined for the resource in mid 2013 would have been 
based on the A$1350/oz gold price of that time and in today's environment of $2500 an 
ounce a much lower cutoff grade would be likely used. Consequently the resource could 
be reassessed to as much as 2.5moz.  
 
Development of a net 1.5moz deposit with a ten year mine life producing around 130-
150kozpa at a head grade of 2.0g/t (vs  2.5g/t resource grade) would have an NPV10 of 
cashflows of around A$410m.  A resource upgrade and exploration potential could be 
expected to push this number higher and extend mine life.  
 
The appraised values developed in the following valuation matrix suggest a target of 
over $2.50 should be achieved by Kalamazoo within two years in a static gold market 
and should be considered as the base case.  
 
The opportunities within the Victorian Goldfields are such that the valuations there 
could be equivalent or multiples of the Ashburton asset over time. 
 
Keep in mind Kalamazoo's corporate strategy is to explore for only those high grade 
deposits of a reasonable size that clearly exists in Victoria.  The NPV10 of a 1 moz deposit 
at 10 g/t operated with underground mining would be over A$500m.  
 
The upside leverage in having large tenements for the Castlemaine Gold Project and 
Muckleford South is very substantial for Kalamazoo.  

  

 

 

Kalamazoo must be 
considered an emerging 
leader in its class 
 

 

 

Victorian gold tenements are 
being valued very highly by 
international markets. 
 

Pilbara exploration assets 
have no obvious indicators of 
current value but on ground 
activity should change that. 
 

Ashburton acquisition is very 
valuable and is a potential 
company maker.   
 

 

 

Ashburton could be 
developed within two years. 
 
An appraised value target 
includes a 50% valuation of 
the Ashburton NPV10. 
 
KZR has A$11m cash and 
should receive a further 
A$23.3m from option 
exercise. 
 
Valuation matrix suggests a 
two year price target of over 
A$2.50 fully dilutred.    
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3.2   Co operation with CSIRO 

 

Kalamazoo has made an important step in reducing its exploration risk by teaming up 
with CSIRO to undertake collaborative minerals research on the Castlemaine gold 
project.  
 
The arrangement with CSIRO came through a grant from the Department of Industry, 
Innovation and Science.  
 
The research focussed on using CSIRO’s Ultrafine+TM geochem sample analysis 
mentioned earlier and on distribution of white micas aimed at providing indicators of 
primary rock stratigraphy and any alteration associated with gold mineralisation.  
 
The extensive core library of over 80,000 metres of unlogged core from the Wattle Gully 
mine and surrounding areas acquired from Castlemaine Gold Ltd would make up a major 
part of the CSIRO study. 
 
The project would see CSIRO map the geochemical and mineral zonation patterns at the 
Wattle Gully deposit for application at other nearby targets.  
 
Findings so far have indicated that the alteration haloes around the mineral zonation 
patterns in the area can be clearly identified and can accurately detected by low cost 
grids soil sampling at 100 metres spacing instead of typical less than 20 metres spacing. 
 
The research has assessed Kalamazoo's soil and rock sampling programme in over 3000 
samples using the Ultrafine+TM technique and also the distribution trends in white mica 
chemistry.  The research should be helpful in identifying the presence of important 
pathfinder elements such as arsenic and antimony. 
 
These dispersion patterns have been very usefully analysed to date by Catalyst Metals 
and Chalice Gold. 
  
Pathfinder Element Dispersion Patterns 

  
Source: Chalice Gold 

 
Kalamazoo expects this work will enable it to significantly reduce operating costs by 
quickly and cheaply analysing broad mineral alteration haloes and providing more 
precise targets prior to drilling. 
  
The Ultrafine+TM technology is also being used on Kalamazoo's Pilbara gold projects.  
 
  

KZR has adopted a strong 
commitment to technology in 
exploration  
 
Exploration is the art and 
science of finding value in 
mineralisation which is 
hidden, invisible and 
undercover  
 
The initiatives with CSIRO are 
quickly and cheaply assessing 
the prospectivity of larger 
areas  
 
Ultrafine+TM  geochem 
sampling gives more reliable 
results 
 
Alteration haloes showing 
white micas are helpful in 
understanding mineralisation 
zoning 
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3.3 Kalamazoo’s programme for 2020/21 

 

Over 2019-2020 KZR was very active in tenement acquisition at Castlemaine, South 
Muckleford, Tarnagulla, Queens (Malmsbury) and the Ashburton Gold Project. 

These acquisitions along with the placement of 20m shares @ A$0.40 to Eric Sprott and 
Novo Resources (at A$0.40 and this was at a 24% premium to the market 5 day VWAP) 
have built a very strong growth platform for ZKR. 

It was also very active on each of the three Pilbara tenements and carried out geochem 
sampling using the CSIRO Ultrafine+TM  technique. 

In Victoria it was active on the Castlemaine Gold Project carrying out: 

• widespread geochem sampling, 

• IP and ground magnetic surveys, 

• 3D structural analysis,  

• logging of Wattle Gully Gold Mine historic core, and  

• almost 5000m of diamond drilling at Castlemaine in the Wattle Gully South 
tenement 

The geochem results provided useful information utilizing the Ultrafine+TM technique 
and highlighting presence of arsenic and antinomy as pathfinder elements. 

Drilling concentrated on the first of ten identified targets at Castlemaine. 

For 2020-2021 KZR will be very active on all projects with Ashburton becoming a key 
project and being allocated ~A$3.5m for resource development and upgrading.  

In the Pilbara, geochem will continue and allow for development of drilling targets in all 
projects. 

In Victoria, Castlemaine wil be the focus with more of the remaining nine drill targets 
being assessed once land access is confirmed. 

Logging of the 80,000m of Wattle Gully core will continue. 

Geochem sampling assay returns are due over the next few months on both Victoria and 
Pilbara projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 

  

 

Kalamazoo was very active in 
FY20 
 

• Tenement acquisition 

• Geochem sampling 

• 5000m of drilling 

• 3D structural analysis 

• Working with CSIRO 

 

 

The KZR program for FY21 
includes 
 
 
Ashburton is a priority 
 
As with The Sisters in the 
Pilbara for Mallina -style gold 
mineralisation 
 

Victoria 
 

Castlemaine 
More Geochem 

Drilling and core logging 

 

 

 

Muckleford 
More Geochem 

Structural analysis 

 

Pilbara 
 

Ashburton  

 Project assessment 

The Sisters 
More Geochem 

Structural analysis 
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4.0 VICTORIAN GOLD HISTORY 

Gold was discovered in Victoria in the 1850s and led to over 60 years of significant gold 
production from over 130,000 known gold occurences throughout the state. Twelve 
deposits have mined >1moz mined so far. 

Whilst NSW might have been the first producer, Victoria quickly became the dominant 
region and its early production peaks of 700kozpa (~22tonnes) were not exceeded by 
gold powerhouse Western Australia until the 1990s.  

Victoria was vastly more important than NSW and Queensland and led WA by almost 50 
years until after the discovery of Kalgoorlie in 1893. 

Australian Gold Production by State 1850-1920 vs Real Gold Price 

 

Source:MPS 

Gold was priced within the gold standard of the time with one ounce being equal to four 
pounds four shillings and ten pence ha’penny so the production from Bendigo and 
Ballarat in their heyday in the 1860s would have brought in over A$1.7bnpa revenue at 
today's price of A$2600/oz ounce and this would have been mostly distributed to miners 
and other workers on the sites.    

This was great wealth to individuals. 

With a fixed gold price the real price would fall with inflation and rise with deflation.  
The Depression of the mid 1890s saw a strong gold price but inflation then increased 
after about 1905 as mining costs rose.  Production fell.  Costs also rose as timber felled 
in Victoria to fuel steam engines for hauling and pumping was exhausted. 

The lure of excitement of war in Europe took many miners back and away from the 
mines so that gold production had almost ceased by 1920.   

The discovery of gold in Victoria led to a period of strong economic growth and a 
prosperity that laid the foundations of a very strong Melbourne.  

Initially alluvial deposits and then underground reef deposits led to the production of 
over 60moz of gold over the period 1850 to 1920.  

The wealth from this gold production supported very impressive building architecture in 
Bendigo, Ballarat, Castlemaine and other regional towns in Victoria. It also clearly was 
responsible for the development in Melbourne of the wonderful architecture up and 
down Collins St in particular.  

During this time Bendigo became the centre of the universe with high speed rail linking 
it to `Marvellous Melbourne’ and mining entrepreneur George Lansell was reputed to 
have been the world’s richest man at the time.  

Gold production in Victoria remained very low from the 1920s until the 1990s with the 
development of the Stawell Gold Mine by Western Mining Corporation.  

Victoria totally missed all the gold bull markets from the 1970s and is now finally 
participating. 

 

 

Victoria quickly took over 
gold production leadership 
from NSW and produced 
massive wealth for the state’s 
population. 
 
 
 
WA was 50 years after 
Victoria 
 
 
 
Most mines outside of 
Kalgoorlie had closed by 
1920. 
 
 

 

 

Gold prices were fixed with 
Gold Standard at 4 pds 4 sh & 
10d 1/2  
 
 
Real gold prices fell in periods 
of cost inflation and rose with 
deflation.  
 
 

 

 

Victoria’s gold built most of 
Melbourne’s historic 
architecture. 
 
George Lansell was reputed 
to have been the world’s 
richest man 
 
 
 
 
Victoria totally missed all the 
gold bull markets from the 
1970s and is now finally 
participating. 
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Government policies and in particular the environmental pressures from local 
bureaucracies made exploration in Victoria very difficult so despite the vast endowment 
of gold it was clear that experienced and professional explorers preferred spending 
money in other jurisdictions rather than Victoria.  

To add to the poor perception of Victoria, substantial sums were expended during the 
1990s and early 2000s on redeveloping key historic goldfields Bendigo and Ballarat but 
these projects have been regarded as failures.  

However in 2017 a major change overtook the prospects for gold production in Victoria. 
It had started with an open cut low grade gold with antimony mine that had been 
established in the 1990s at Fosterville near Bendigo and this mine struggled with low 
grades, low gold prices and the antimony as a contaminant.  
 

After several changes in ownership of the mine, Canadian listed company Kirkland Lake 
with the assistance of high profile and very successful international geologist Quinton 
Hennigh made the wonderful discovery of the Swan Zone with high grades deeper in the 
Fosterville mine. 

Underground drilling led to the proving up of over 2moz In the Swan Zone at the 
remarkable grade of ~60 g/t and is currently 1.56moz @38.6g/t.  

Mining of the Swan Zone began in 2019 and gave the Fosterville mine international fame 
with production figures and low operating costs that made it a world leader.  

Fosterville – Qtly Production data  - Annualised production and recovered grade 

 

Source: Kirkland Lake 

The impact on Victorian gold production has been massive. With cash operating costs of 
under US$200 an ounce and annual production of around 600,000 ounces Fosterville 
makes almost US$1 billion dollars cash flow per year.  

Mining reserves were 2.1moz @ 21.8g/t at 31 Dec 2019.  

 

 

Bendigo Zone in Victoria 
produced 60moz 
 
Average grade was 15g/t 
Goldfield geology in this 
Bendigo Zone  
 
Region has shown 100x 
global average of gold 
content  
 
 

 

 

Discovery of Swan Zone in 
Fosterville changed the 
game.  
 
 
 
 
192koz recovered @49.3g/t 
in Dec Qtr 2019 was very 
impressive! 
 
 
 
 
>600ozpa from a single mine 
processing just 500tpa 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dec Qtr 2019 was 29tpa 
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Fosterville significantly added to Australia’s total of almost 350tpa in Dec Qtr 2019. 

 

 

Victoria has been a small contributor but has surged >400% since 2015.  It now makes 
up almost 9% of total Australian output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Australia had a record high 
production figure of 246tpa in 
Dec Qtr 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Victoria provided 29tpa 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And now makes up almost 9% 
of total Australian output  
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4.1 Historic Production in Victoria 

Over 60moz of gold production is recorded in Victoria over the key period 1855-1920 
with additional unknown and unreported figures. 

Over 130,000 occurences have been noted but over half the known output came from 
just three goldfields. 

• Bendigo 

• Ballarat 

• Castlemaine 

Alluvials made up about half of this output and highlights firstly how difficult reef mining 
has been but secondly how much more is yet to be found. 

 The Three Major Goldfields 

 
Source: KZR 

Bendigo was the most important of these deposits and was the largest historic gold 
producer with around 18moz of reef gold and 4moz of alluvial gold.  

The Bendigo field extended over 15 kilometres N-S and included five main lines of reef 
which included  

• Hustler's  

• Garden Gully  

• Deborah  

• Sheep's Head and  

• New Chum. 

 All were related to north-northwest trending folds and faults.  

The gold bearing quartz reefs were closely associated with open upright chevron folds 
and steep dip limbs developed as a result of this East-West compression.  

The reefs were repeated in the hinges of the anticlines across the the district. 

These Bendigo structures extend over 15km along strike and have a far larger footprint 
than the Kalgoorlie Super Pit.   

Early alluvial production in Bendigo  exceeded 600kozpa and reef production settled at 
around 200kozpa until about 1913. 

  

 

 

The major goldfields are in 
the Bendigo Zone 
 

Victorian Mines Dept has estimated 
32moz yet to be found under Murray 
Basin cover to north 

 

Source: Catalyst Metals 

 

South of the Murray Basin 
cover is more open ground 
and outcrop 
 

 

Bendigo Goldfield 
- Very impressive 

 

 

 

Source: Catalyst Metals 
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Ballarat was the second most important of these deposits with around 2.5moz of reef 
gold and about 7.6moz of alluvial gold.  

Ballarat had similar North-South anticlinal structures as with Bendigo but it had slightly 
different geotechnicals and rather than producing the saddle reefs produced more 
spread out features termed leather jackets.  

Castlemaine was the third largest with around 5.6moz but over 85% was from alluvial 
as its catchment areas funnelled gold down the rivers.  

  

 

Maldon was another important gold deposit with similar North-South structures but its 
gold distribution was over six reefs and interestingly the largest of these worked mines 
in the Maldon goldfield was in a shear zone, totally different to the anticlines of Bendigo 
and Ballarat.  Maldon produced 2.1 moz @ 28 grammes  

Maldon is just north of KZR’s South Muckleford tenements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ballarat was second biggest 
with 10.2moz 
 
 
 
Castlemaine was third with 
5.6moz  
 
 
The Castlemaine Goldfield 
produced 4.7moz from 
alluvials  
 

 

 

 

 

Maldon produced 2.1moz @ 
28g/t 
 
 
KZR has the tenements 
immediately to the south of 
Maldon  
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4.2 THE GEOLOGY OF THE CENTRAL VICTORIAN GOLDFIELDS 

To understand gold production in Victoria it is important to understand the regional 
geology and the structural developments that took place as tectonic events reshaped 
the earth’s crust. 

A major part of Victoria is made up of sediments of Ordovician-Silurian age (480- 350 
million years ago) as part of the Lachlan Fold Belt. These sediments are predominantly 
the host rock and are `turbidite’ rocks that have flowed down the continental shelf into 
early shallow seas associated with island arc activity.  The host rocks consist of 
interbedded sandstones, silt stones and shales/slates up to about 4km thick.  

Bendigo Zone with Ordovician Silurian Sediments and Devonian Granites 

 

These sediments were compressed in an East-West direction and resulted in a number 
of anticlines and synclines with local faulting. Major faults like the Whitelaw Fault and 
Tandarra Fault (Bendigo), Redesdale Fault (Fosterville) and Muckleford (Castlemaine) 
provided the pathway for fluids from the mantle to flow into open voids for gold 
deposition. 

 

The first of these compressions began ca. 515m years ago in the Delamarian Orogeny 
and continued until about 370myr ago with the Tabberabberan Orogeny. 

  

 

Structure is more important 
than rock type 
 

 

 

 

 

The Bendigo Zone is mostly 
the same Ordovician 
sediments with Devonian 
granites intrusions 
 
Faults are important 
structural features  
 
 
Whitelaw-Tandarra and 
Redesdale Faults 

 

Source: Catalyst Metals 

 

 

Whitelaw and Redesdale 
Faults provided the major 
fluid pathways 
 

 

 

Source: Catalyst Metals 
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These orogenies defined Victoria into zones with the three most important being  

• Stawell Zone (4moz mined) 

• Bendigo Zone (60moz mined) 

• Melbourne Zone (4moz mined) 

 

Source: Kirkland Lake 

The Benambran Orogeny 455-440myrs ago was the original period of compression and 
was the main mineralising event for western Victorian deposits in the Stawell Zone and 
some early mineralisation in the Bendigo Zone. 

The Bindian Orogeny 420-410mys ago provided the additional gold in the Bendigo Zone. 

The Tabberabberan Orogeny 385-370m yrs ago gave gold mineralisation to the 
Melbourne Zone and also gave a second stage bonanza mineralisation boost to 
Fosterville, Malmsbury and Tarnagulla through some later cross faults.    

The largest gold deposits formed where the fluid pathways remained open during the 
orogenies and received multiple pulses of gold mineralizing fluids. 

 

4.3 STYLES OF GOLD MINERALISATION IN VICTORIA  

Goldfields in Victoria are defined first and foremost by the structural character of the 
present rocks as the structures determine the mineralizing fluid flow and subsequent 
reservoirs.  

 

Source: Wilson et al 

 

The data suggests mantle derived gold exists as an endowment with mobilisation of this 
gold in mineralising fluids determining where deposits are formed and economic 
mineralisation encountered.  

  

Central Victorian Goldfields 
Output 

• Stawell Zone 4moz  

• Bendigo Zone 60moz 

• Melbourne Zone 4moz  

Three orogenies provided 
three separate mineralising 
periods 

The first, the Benambran, was 
also the main mineralizing 
event.  

Third orogeny opened up 
horizontal faults that became 
charged with high grade gold 
mineralisation as at Fosterville  

 
Source: Catalyst Metals 

Similar to Wattle Gully cross 
faults 

 

Source: Kalamazoo 

….and where else?? 

Four Eagles for Catalyst 
Metals 

 

Source: Catalyst Metals 
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The Ordovician sediments have been compressed and the forces resulted in major flat-
dipping `listral’ faults developing and providing mineralising fluids that have probably 
been sourced from deeper Cambrian rocks. 

Cross section of Stawell Zone, Bendigo Zone and Melbourne Zone 

 

Source: Wilson et al 

Consequently structural geology is by far the most important factor in the existence and 
occurrence of gold in Victoria.  

Structure has been determined in the Lachlan Fold Belt by East-West compressional 
pressures that caused chevron anticline/syncline patterns across Victoria.  

Turbidite sediments had rock competency differences at the interfaces of coarser 
sandstone against finer siltstone/shales which caused rock flexure and stress structures 
to create voids for fluid flow and gold deposition. 

Mineralising fluids containing gold had different structures and lithology to find 
reservoirs for deposition and subsequently differing mineralisation styles across the 
goldfields. Exploration and mining depths were relatively shallow.  A high regional water 
table also limited the depths for mining.  

Major Bendigo Zone Reef Mine Structures 

 
Source: KZR 

The structural geology was best typified along this line with Bendigo having a particular 
style of gold deposits where the mineralisation is associated with chevron anticlines and 
this rock flexure between sandstones, siltstones and shales with the formation of saddle 
reefs in the voids generated as differing rock competences cause fractures during the 
folding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The flat-dipping `listral’ faults 
provide the plumbing system  
 
The Stawell Zone has 
Proterozoic rocks as the 
basement 
 
 
The Bendigo Zone overlies 
seafloor basalts as basement 
 
Melbourne Zone has Selwyn 
Block as basement 
 

 

 

 

Source: Wilson et al 
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Styles of Mineralisation in Victorian Goldfields 

 Source: 
Wilson et al 

Ballarat to the South West of Bendigo experienced less compressional forces and its 
style of deposit was less in the sharp angles of anticlines but in a more rounded less 
compressive structure the gold mineralisation occurring in a feature called a leather 
jacket which was quite different to the saddle reefs of Bendigo.  

Fosterville has showed some of the characteristics of Bendigo but the important 
bonanza grade Swan Zone was emplaced at a later time (Tabberabberan Orogeny) and 
developed within cross faults that created openings that allowed for very high grade 
deposits to form.  

Deposits in the Melbourne Zone to the East do not as yet show as prolific gold 
mineralisation but do have strong antimony presence suggesting a late stage epizonal 
orogenic character.  

At Maldon to the West of Castlemaine a major deposit produced some very high grades 
with 2.1 million oz @ 28 g/t.    These deposits were similar to Bendigo and Ballarat but 
some reefs were in shear zones that exhibit remobilisation of gold associated with the 
intrusion of heat producing granites of Devonian age.  

Gold mineralisation in the Stawell Zone is also associated with intrusions and shear 
zones that have generally been very different to that in the Bendigo Zone. 

Only minor mineralisation has been noted to date as being associated with Devonian 
granites has been at Maldon. 

However, Chalice Gold has provided another style of mineralisation at its Ironbark 
Targets within the Pyramid Hill Gold Project.  Significant anomalous gold (4m @ 3g/t) 
has been intersected in diorites in the early stages of the drilling programme.  

 

 

 

 

Different styles of 
mineralisation structures  
 
...depending upon the degree 
of East West compression  
 
Saddle and leg reefs at 
Bendigo  

 

 

Leather Jacket  

 

Source: Wilson et al 

Lateral faults at  

Fosterville 

Wattle Gully and  

Boyd's Dam  

 

osterville Cross Faults 
 

Will the Devonian granites become 
more important in Victoria with IRGS 
mineralisation? 
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5.0 KALAMAZOO RESOURCES TENEMENTS 

5.1 VICTORIA REGION 

KZR’s tenements are within the 480-380myr age Ordovician-Silurian Lachlan Fold Belt of 
Eastern Australia. 

As noted above, the Central Victorian Goldfields have three main gold zones  

• Stawell 

• Bendigo 

• Melbourne  

KZR’s tenements are within the Bendigo Zone and include or are near important historic 
mining centres.  

The Castlemaine goldfields represented a major regional river catchment area that 
accumulated 4.7 moz of alluvial gold.  

The Wattle Gully tenements cover Castlemaine and also surround the Wattle Gully mine 
and extend to the South. 

To the West the two Muckleford tenements adjoin the very significant Maldon goldfield 
that produced 2.1moz ounces at 28 g/t.  

The areas to the South in both projects have the southern extensions to the main 
structures and very little modern exploration.  

 

Kalamazoo Projects in Central Victoria 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tenement projects 
 
North to south 
 
South Muckleford Gold 
Project 
 
 
Castlemaine Gold Project 
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Activities in Victoria to date have been mostly tenement acquisition and exploration 
programs on the Castlemaine Gold Project and have included extensive data research 
through:-  

• logging and consolidation of ~80,000 metres of historical diamond core  

• Multiple CSIRO collaboration studies  

• IP and ground magnetic surveys  

• 3D structural geology modelling  

• ~5,000 metres diamond drilling 

 

Also in 2019/20 KZR had applications for Wattle Gully South and South Muckleford 
granted, acquired the Tarnagulla Central lease and was granted an EL for Queens around 
the Malmsbury Goldfield. 

 KZR recognised at the outset that the rural population density in Victoria would make 
ESG and social licence issues an important hurdle so has invested time and effort in 
establishing a postive local presence. 

Importantly, most of KZR’s tenements are on Crown Land. 

This ESG approach will be very important in the current North Central Goldfields Victoria 
(NCGV) Block Tender for tenements surrounding Fosterville where ESG contributions are 
45% of the Tender assessment weightings. 

NCGV Tender Blocks  

 

Source: Kalamazoo Resources 

The Evaluation Criteria are heavily weighted toward ESG issues. 

NCGV Evalution Criteria 

 

Activities in 2019/20 :- 
 

• logging and consolidation 

of ~80,000m of historical 

diamond core  

 

• Multiple CSIRO 

collaboration studies  

• IP and ground magnetic 

surveys  

• 3D structural geology 

modelling  

• ~5,000 metres diamond 

drilling 

 

ESG is very important in 
higher density rural 
population levels in Victoria. 
 
 
NCGV Tender Blocks are very 
prospective and will have 
had some very big name 
bidders. 
 
Bids were lodged in 
February for outcome in 
June but now before end 
2020 
 
Blocks 1 and 2 are under 
Murray Basin cover so would 
suit Catalyst and Chalice. 
 
Blocks 3 and 4 are not under 
Murray Basin cover so would 
suit Kalamazoo’s strategy. 
 

 

 

 

 

Exploration and financial 
capability (KZR is backed by 
Sprott and Novo Resources) 
is 20% 
 
 
And ESG is 45%.  
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5.1.1 CASTLEMAINE GOLD PROJECT - WATTLE GULLY TENEMENTS 

 
KZR’s largest tenement holdings and flagship assets are currently the Castlemaine 
Project made up of two main tenements Wattle Gully (EL 006679) and Wattle Gully 
South(EL 006752) with a recent application granted for Queens (ELA007112) with the 
total area of around 350 km2 . 
 

The Castlemaine tenements were Kalamazoo's first foray into Victoria. Wattle Gully (EL 
006679) was acquired after it was dropped by Castlemaine Goldfields and Wattle Gully 
South was applied for soon after and granted in 2019. 

The Wattle Gully tenement includes the Forest Creek alluvial deposit which apparently 
has been the richest shallow alluvial goldfield known globally to date.  

The Castlemaine field was the third largest in Victoria with over almost 5.6 million 
ounces recovered with over 85% produced from alluvial sources.  

The tenement also surrounds the Wattle Gully goldmine which produced 411,000 
ounces at 11 g/t.  This was a relatively new mine that operated from 1939 to 1965. It 
was reopened in the 1980s before closing in 1989. 

KZR acquired the mine and all the intellectual property and data records although the 
previous owner, Castlemaine Goldfields, remains responsible for all the liabilities for site 
rehabilitation.  

Castlemaine was predominantly an alluvial field with the first discovery in 1851 and later 
leading to a massive gold rush at Forest Creek with up to 30,000 miners working and 
recovering over 4moz from just 1859 to 1864.  

Reef mining was not as successful with only four mines deeper than 300m and average 
mine depth just 100m. Wattle Gully was one the very few successful underground mines 
on the goldfield. 

The tenement has widespread shallow old workings but as with so much of the Victorian 
gold rush the high water table prevented most mines from extending more than about 
5 metres before water became too great a problem.  

A structural assessment of the geology shows many North-South structures that should 
continue to the South of the alluvial fields. Importantly very little modern exploration 
work has been done in the South of the tenement to assess the structures. 

Based on the general geology of the region there is no reason to date to suggest that a 
continuation of the mineralisation structures does not extend at least 20 kilometres to 
the South.  

The Castlemaine tenement as noted does not have any Murray Basin cover and so 
exploration targets are far easier to assess for geochemistry, IP and magnetics.  

KZR has identified 10 important targets on the Castlemaine tenements with the first of 
these having a program of 14 diamond holes of almost 5000m.  

The results were encouraging (e.g. MU19DD04 - 1.42m @ 261.3 g/t Au) but with the 
company’s strategy of only seeking high grade targets and those with continuity and 
width it will move to the next target. 
 

KZR is fortunate in that most of the area of these tenements is within Crown Land with 
ease of access according to existing legislation.  Otherwise, private land use in farms, 
vineyards and homes can cause local friction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

This graphic shows the most 
compelling feature of KZR’s 
Castlemaine Project. 
 

 

 

 
Numerous N-S structures are 
obvious in the Wattle Gully 
(EL 006679) tenement and 
simply stop at a map 
boundary. 
 

Continuation of the 
structures is highly likely. 
 
Next to no modern 
exploration has taken place.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Victoria has a high rural 
population in and around the 
old gold mining centres. 
 
KZR’s tenements are mostly 
Crown Land so land access 
issues are minimal. 
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The tenements within the Castlemaine Gold Project are Wattle Gully, Wattle Gully South 
and the newly granted Queens project. 

The Wattle Gully tenement incorporates the Castlemaine Goldfield including the prolific 
alluvials and the Wattle Gully Mine. 

Interestingly most of the workings are within the Wattle Gully permit and very little in 
the Wattle Gully South. At this stage there appears to be no fundamental reason why 
Wattle Gully South should have such a limited extent of workings.  

Of particular importance is this Schicer Gully Fault which runs North-South throughout 
the Wattle Gully tenements  

The prospects within the Wattle Gully tenement are very good as can be seen below but 
the real potential is in Wattle Gully South which is almost virgin.  

The studies the Company is undertaking will help winnow projects to the best 
combinations of geochemistry, geophysics and structural character.  

Castlemaine Gold Project – Wattle Gully Tenements 

 
 
 

 

 

Most of the historic activity 
has been in the Wattle Gully 
tenement around the 
Castlemaine Goldfield  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Very little historic activity in 
the Wattle Gully South 
tenement 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Queens tenement 
application covers area close 
to the Malmsbury Goldfield 
which had historic production 
of about 90,000oz @ ~1 oz/t 
at the Leven Star Reef. 
 
GBM Mining has a JV with 
Novo Resources 
Reviewing the antimony-rich 
epizonal potential of the Leven 
Star Reef deposit that has 
great similarities to the 
Fosterville Swan Zone deposit  
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5.1.1.1 WATTLE GULLY EL006679 

The Wattle Gully Mine was one of only few successful underground mines in the 
Castlemaine goldfield. 

After its early discovery in the 1860s a mining resurgence took place in the mid 1930s 
and the mine opened over 1939-1969 producing 411koz @11.1g/t. 

Nearby prospects and along strike give good potential for repetitions of the Wattle Gully 
mine. 

Plan view of Wattle Gully and nearby mines 

 

 

 

Gold deposits at Wattle Gully were found in fault reefs across the strata rather than in 
saddle reefs in the anticlines. 

 

This is the same concept as at Fosterville. 

 

 

  

 

Wattle Gully was discovered 
in the 1860s but it was only 
later in the 1930s that the 
mine’s potential was 
recognised. 
 
 
 
 
KZR has identified five 
potential repetitions of the 
Wattle Gully mine. 
 

• Wattle Gully North 

• Chewton Anticline 
North 

• Chewton Prospect 

• Wattle Gully South 

• Chewton Anticline 
South 

 
 
The target will be the cross 
faults rather than saddle 
reefs 
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Cross section of Wattle Gully showing fault cross reef 

 

 
Major faulting after the initial folding provides the dilation voids that fill with later 
mineralisation. 
 
Structural crosssection of Wattle Gully and nearby historic mines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excellent example of a 
Fosterville-style cross reef 
fault 
 
Cross faults caused during the 
later Tabberabberan Orogeny 
 
 
 
 3D analysis of these 
structures is very helpful  
 
Potential in this mine at 
depths below 400 metres  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Structural cross sections of 
nearby historic mines  
 
All are situated on important 
faults  
 
Good potential exists for 
crossfault reefs  
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5.1.1.2 WATTLE GULLY SOUTH EL006752 

Possibly the most compelling feature of the Castlemaine Gold Project is this graphic 
showing the intense structural activity shown the Wattle Gully tenements and its 
comparison with Wattle Gully South.  

KZR is postulating that a similar-sized area immediately to the south of Castlemaine has 
a high probability of bearing mineralisation.  

Castlemaine Gold Project - Wattle Gully Tenements  

 

Source: Kalamazoo Resources 

The region has literally thousands of small workings that were limited by gold availability 
and quite often by the near-surface water table.   
 
KZR’s work using geophysics, geochemistry and 3D structural analysis will be vey helpful 
in distilling targets in these tenements. 
 
 Kalamazoo drilling at the Mustang Prospect 

 
Source: Kalamazoo Resources 

 
  

 

This is a most compelling 
graphic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What if….. 
 
The area to the south has 
similar mineralisation 
endowment as the 
Castlemaine Goldfield. 
 
 
Not necessarily any 
alluvials. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first drilling target at 
Mustang was looking for 
fault structures. 
 
 
A few gold hits were found 
but did not exhibit potential 
width or continuity  
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 Kalamazoo Castlemaine Tenements  - ten initial targets 

 

Source: Kalamazoo Resources 

 

KZR Has identified 10 initial targets in the Wattle Gully EL0006679. 

 

The targets had been determined using geochem, IP and structural analysis and all are 
in pine plantations or bushland on Crown land  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

KZR has identified ten 
initial targets in Wattle 
Gully EL006679. 
 
All these are in pine 
plantations or in Crown 
Land in parks   
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5.1.1.3 QUEENS TENEMENT- MALMSBURY PROJECT 

KZR has just been granted a tenement close to Malmsbury Goldfield where Novo 
Resources has an option to farm into the EL06587 tenement held by GBM Resources.  
That tenement has recently been converted to a Retention Licence RL06587 and runs 
parallel to KZR’s Wattle Gully South.  
 
KZR Tenements surround all the southern sections of RL06587. 
 
Malmsbury is situated along the eastern margin of the Bendigo Zone and displays many 
of the characteristics of the epizonal style of orogenic gold deposit class that includes 
Fosterville.  
 
Structural Location of Malmsbury and Fosterville on Selwyn Microcontinent 
 

 

Source: GMA Resources 

 
GBM has a resource of 104koz @ 4.0g/t at the Leven Star Reef prospect. 
 

The Leven Star Reef field is 1km long but the total cumulative 8.5 km of strike of historic 
pits and mines has evidence of high grade gold mineralization.  The Leven Star Trend has 
only been drill tested to relatively shallow depths.  
 
GBM’s Malmsbury Gold Project – adjacent to KZR tenements  

 

Source: GMA Resources 

  

 

 

Queens tenement grant 
provides additional tenement 
area around the Malmsbury 
Goldfield  
 
GBM has a 104koz @ 4.0g/t 
resource at Leven Star Reef 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Leven Star Reef – 1km long 
strike 
 
Historic production ~90,000oz 
@ 1 oz 
8.5km total strike along old 
workings 
 
 
KZR tenements surround this 
project on three sides  
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Deposit characteristics indicate that Fosterville and Malmsbury belong to an epizonal 
subtype of this class of orogenic gold that is formed at a relatively shallow crustal level.  
 
Surface surveys have shown that the encountered main textures and sulphide minerals 
are characteristic of the high level epizonal gold deposit class that includes the high 
grade Fosterville mine.  The extended continuity of mine workings, encouraging but 
incomplete gold recovery records and the presence of historic crushing facilities indicate 
the high grade of the ores mined in this area in the past.  

 

Source: GBM Resources 
 

Novo President Dr Quinton Hennigh said although it was only an early stage assessment, 
the Malmsbury district hosts one of the closest geological analogues to the high grade 
Fosterville epizonal orogenic gold deposit, approximately 50 kilometres to the North.  
 

Like Fosterville, Malmsbury is situated along the eastern margin of the Bendigo Zone 
displays high-level vuggy quartz vein textures, elevated antimony and high gold grades. 
 

Historic production from the main part of the Malmsbury district totalled about 90,000 
ounces at grades of about 1oz/t.  
 
Structure of Victorian Goldfields showing later Goldfields (orange)  

 

Source: GBM Resources 
 
 

 

 

Malmsbury seems to fit into 
that same class of high level 
antimony-rich epizonal gold 
deposits 
 
 
This style of mineralisation 
might become more common 
In the Melbourne Zone and for 
the East of Victoria  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Quinton Hennigh  ……. 
 
`the Malmsbury district hosts 
one of the closest analogues 
to the high grade Fosterville 
epizonal orogenic gold 
deposit’   
 
Historic gold production 
estimated at 90koz @ 1oz/t 
 
 
Orange goldfields are later 
periods of mineralisation. 
 
Malmsbury and Fosterville. 
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5.1.2. MUCKLEFORD  GOLD PROJECT 

 
Muckleford is comprised of two large tenements immediately to the south of the 
Maldon Goldfield which produced 2.1moz at 28g/t. 
 
The goldfield was renowned for high grade mines with the Nuggetty line of lode having 
some of the highest grades in Victoria with 306koz produced at 184g/t.  The German line 
had 173koz @28g/t.  The Union line had historic production of 118koz at 54g/t as well 
as much lower grade recent operations during the 1990s.    
 
The two tenements are highly prospective for gold and have had very little modern 
exploration.   
 
The tenements are bounded on the East by the very significant Muckleford Fault. 

The stratigraphy of Muckleford tenements is typical Bendigo Zone and is composed of 
substantial volumes of strongly and complexly deformed (folded and faulted), thick-
bedded turbidites of the Ordovician Castlemaine Group which have undergone 
metamorphism to lower greenschist facies and have been intruded by Devonian 
granites, producing contact metamorphic aureoles up to a few hundred metres wide. 

The host rocks consist of Ordovician turbiditic metasediments of the Castlemaine Group 
(490-450 million years) which have undergone several major deformational events.  The 
dominant regional structures are tight, isoclinal, north-south trending asymmetric folds. 

  

Source: Kalamazoo Resources 

 

 

Maldon Goldfield – Major 
Reefs 
 
Nuggetty line of reef 306koz 
@180g/t 
 
Union line 118koz @ 54g/t 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Same folded turbidite 
sediments but with shear 
zones and remobilised gold 
through Devonian granite 
intrusions 
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 5.1.2.1 MUCKLEFORD  SOUTH EL6679 

The company acquired this tenement after it was dropped by Centennial Mining the 
tenement covers a large area of forestry and is 20km long by about 6 km wide  

Numerous workings exist in the tenement along a N-S structure line and have had very 
little modern exploration attention. 

 Work to date has been mostly geochem and some desktop work. 

 

5.1.2.2 MUCKLEFORD  WEST EL007021 

This tenement was only granted in late 2019 so has had very little work done to date. 

 

5.1.2.3 MALDON GOLDFIELD 

Maldon is one of the medium sized deposits within the Bendigo Zone of the Central 
Victorian gold province. Gold was first found in the Maldon district in 1853 and the first 
quartz reef mining began in 1854.  

Interpreted Geology of the Maldon Goldfield 

 

Source: Centennial Mining 

 

The lines of lode run N-S and continue to the south into the Muckleford tenements. 

  

 

These two tenements are 
along strike to the south of 
the important Maldon 
Goldfield  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The most significant feature 
is the position located near 
and to the South of the 
Maldon goldfield  
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Over 20 quartz reefs were worked along a North South trending belt six km long and 
three km wide the major major producing reefs were Eaglehawk, Nuggety and German 
Reef.  

Gold production from the major mines totalled >1.7moz at 28 g/t. 

Gold mineralisation in the field is hosted by quartz reefs occupying fracture systems 
cutting the lower Ordovician metasediments. The gold deposits have formed in shear 
zones and there is remobilisation related to the intrusion of the Devonian granites in the 
northern end. 

The plunge is to the south and into the Muckleford tenements. 

Long Section of Interpreted Maldon Central Shear Zone Mines  

 Source: 
Centennial Mining 

Centennial Mining has deeper targets and the plunge is clearly to the south.  

Long section showing Union Hill decline and targets 

 
Source: Centennial Mining 

  

Gold production from the 
major mines totalled >1.7moz 
at 28 g/t. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The plunge of the 
mineralisation is to the south 
and into KZR tenements 
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 5.1.3  TARNAGULLA CENTRAL GOLD  PROJECT 

 
KZR has a small tenement close to the old Tarnagulla Goldfield. 
 
Gold was first found at Tarnagulla in 1853 and it led to a local gold rush and the discovery 
of the Poverty Reef goldfield which produced over 360,000 ounces of gold at an average 
grade of 92 g/tonne  
 
Other reefs were found subsequently but the mining wound down until the discovery of 
the Poseidon gold nugget of 320oz (29.kg) in 1906.  The goldfield was relatively dormant 
until about 1996 to 2000 when Reef Mining produced 54,000 ounces at 29 g/t.  
 
The other reef systems included the Chisholm, Corfu and Poseidon and had only minor 
production although the grades were still quite high.  
 
Total historic gold production is estimated at 13 tonnes that made Tarnagulla  rank 21st 
in Victorian gold production.  
 
The Tarnagulla goldfield is located on the western-most division of the Bendigo Zone 
and bounded by the Avoca fault on the West against the Stawell Zone and to the East it 
is bounded by the Campbelltown Fault.  
 
The Devonian granites are also considered to have resulted in the remobilization of 
original in gold at Tarnagulla. 
 
The Tarnagulla goldfield has the same chevron folds from East-West compression. 
 
The folds have been breached by West and East dipping brittle to ductile faults with reef 
systems forming the second stage of regional deformation.  The gold bearing reefs at 
Tarnagulla historically located within the West dipping faults structures which are similar 
to those seen at Wattle Gully and Fosterville.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Excellent location in prolific 
gold region… 
 
Poseidon nugget found in 
1906 was 920oz  

 

 

 
Tarnagulla was bounded by 
the Avoca Fault in west and 
Campbell Fault in east 
 

 

 

 

 
West dipping faults provide 
the important reefs 
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5.0  PILBARA REGION 

The Pilbara is an older cratonic area (3000my) than the gold-rich Yilgarn (2700my) and 
has an excellent history of hosting and producing from vast iron ore reserves as well as 
manganese ores and lithium bearing pegmatites. 

The Pilbara is an economically very rich area benefitting from the iron ore and the 
offshore oil and gas industry but unlike much of Western Australia has not had much in 
the way of modern gold exploration, resources and production.   

The gold bearing conglomerates at Beaton's Creek near Nullagine have long been 
considered a potential Witwatersrand style deposit but the initial work had provided 
only modest resource  and grades for this style of mineralisation. A 900koz resource has 
already been established by Novo Resources in the Beatons’s Creek Conglomerates.  

However, in 2017 interest was created by the discovery of widespread gold 
`watermelon’ nuggets coming from the Fortescue group in the Pilbara craton.  

The initial enthusiasm waned after it was found difficult to define a resource but key 
player Novo Resources has continued in its quest for large scale alluvial deposits and 
looks extremely well placed to develop that in the very near future. The size of the gold 
accumulation is very large and should lead to a major gold production region in the 
Pilbara.  

The Pilbara however has also provided new hard rock gold deposits with De Grey Mining 
developing the very significant 2.2moz Mallina Gold Project made up of currently five 
resources and the yet-to-be defined and much larger Hemi deposit.  

Capricorn, Calidus and Kairos have also developed important hard rock gold resources 
in the Pilbara with rapid growth to over 9moz within the past five years.  

Growth in gold resources in the Pilbara and aggregate now over 9moz 

 

Source: MPS, various company reports 

The Pilbara has surprisingly few rivers so has historically provided little encouragement 
for prospectors but that has been taken up by new breed of prospector with the metal 
detector.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Pilbara 
 

 

Rocks are within Archaean 
Pilbara Craton 
 
Important gold resources 

• Kairos  

• Novo 

• Calidus 

• Capricorn 

• De Grey 

• Ashburton 

• Paulsens 
 
Rapid resources growth 

 
Over 6 million oz of resources 
defined since 2016 to total of 
9moz. 
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5.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY  

 

The Pilbara region has a collection of very old rocks that is exposed to extreme tropical 
weather so has mostly flat topography with deep weathering with not much elevation. 

The Pilbara is recognised as having three major geological components being  

• The Pilbara Craton – very early crust (3,800-3500myrs), granite-greenstone 

terranes, volcano-sedimentary basin and subsequent granite intrusives. 

• The Fortescue and Hamersley basins with their chemical (iron ores) sedimentary 

rocks and volcanics (2,780-2420myrs) 

• Ashburton Basin of volcano-sedimentary rocks  

 

The Pilbara Craton is amongst the oldest known rocks on earth and has strong paleo-
geographic age ties to the Kaapvaal Craton of southern Africa that hosts the 
Witwatersrand Basin Goldfields. 

KZR has The Sisters tenements in the Mallina Basin group of sediments and granites, the 
DOM’s Hill and Marble Bar projects in the Sylvania Inlier in the Pilbara Craton.  

The Asburton Gold project is in the Ashburton Basin in the southern edge of the Pilbara. 

 

2019 Map of resources in the Pilbara 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

KZR’s original Pilbara tenements 
are in land from the northeast 
coastline and Southwest from 
Port Hedland  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ashburton project is on the 
southern edge of the Pilbara  
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5.1.2 NOVO RESOURCES CONGLOMERATES PROJECT 

Novo Resources geologist and President Quinton Hennigh has been one of the 
prominent thought leaders in modern day geological exploration. His long term 
examination of the Fortescue Basin within the Pilbara has led to the important 
discoveries of watermelon nuggets at Purdy's Reward, Comet Well and many other sites 
where the Mount Roe Volcanics and Hardey Formation outcrop.  

The vast potential of alluvials at the Egina projectpoints  to a massive gold endowment 
in the Pilbara that might parallel the Witwatersrand in South Africa. Whilst it is unlikely 
at this stage that the type of deposit and mines in South Africa will be replicated in 
Australia the sheer volume an area of the Fortescue Basin together with the geological 
evidence in outcrop is likely to lead to the understanding of the existence of a very large 
mineralised zone. Sumitomo is a joint venture partner here with Novo.  

Novo Resources began its interest with the Beaton's Creek conglomerate that does show 
Witwatersrand characteristics and a resource of 0.9 million oz at 2.6 g/t has already been 
defined. 

5.1.3 DE GREY MINING - MALLINA GOLD PROJECT 

De Grey Mining tenements along a 180 kilometre strike length of several important 
orogenic structures in the Pilbara Craton including the Tabba Tabba Fault, Withnell and 
Wohler Faults.  

De Grey Mining has discovered a very significant new regional gold occurrence at its 
Mallina Gold Project. The tenement extends for 180 km and the mineralisation is noted 
over 155 km along these important shear zones.  

De Grey has already established resource is of 2.2 million ounces on five deposits and its 
current work over the past six months at Hemi looks to be confirming the discovery of a 
multi million ounce deposit in its own right.  

Most of these deposits appear to be open at depth and along strike and further drilling 
over the next couple of years is likely to confirm the entire project to be in excess of 
10moz.  

Resource growth at Mallina has been rapid and at a cost of just A$15 per oz.  

This is the most significant hard rock discovery in the Pilbara to date and it adds to work 
by Kairos and Calidus along with the great potential for Pilbara conglomerates at 
Beaton's Creek, Purdy's reward and the large Egina alluvials.  

 

The Mallina Gold Project extends over 150km – global parallels 

 

 

  

The Pilbara has Witwatersrand 
style conglomerates at 
Beaton's Creek with 0.9 million 
oz at 2.6g/t  
 
Beaton’s Creek Conglomerate 

 
 
 
 
Growth in resources at Mallina 
Gold Project  
 
A new mining operation for 
Capricorn and resources for 
Kairos and Calidus  
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Mallina Gold Project Tenements   
 

Mallina Gold project along the great Withnell-Tabba Tabba Shear Zone  

 
 
The Tabba Tabba-Withnell shear zone is clearly a major structure that enables gold 
bearing fluids to enter and be deposited in many rock types.  

  

5.2 KALAMAZOO’S PILBARA TENEMENTS  

KZR has the Ashburton resource and three important gold exploration projects in the 
Pilbara located in regions of high gold mineralisation potential.  

 

 
Source: Kalamazoo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Toweranna intrusive deposit 
 
De Grey has identified at 
least seven Toweranna-style 
targets 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kalamazoo is well placed in 
the Pilbara now with three 
exploration projects in the 
northern Pilbara with The 
Sisters project near Mallina 
Gold Project 
 

 
 
The Ashburton Gold project 
is only 45 km from 
Paraburdoo in the southern 
portion of the Pilbara  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://kzr.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Figure-6-The-Sisters-Project-Pilbara.png
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5.2.1 ASHBURTON GOLD PROJECT 

The Ashburton Gold Project is located in the Ashburton Basin on the southern edge of 
the Pilbara Craton.  It is near Paraburdoo.  Five deposits were discovered: Mount 
Olympus, West Olympus , Zeus, Peake and Waugh.  

The area is 217km2 and has four mining leases and three exploration leases. 

The resource is 1.64moz @ 2.5g/t.  Historic production was approx. 350koz @ 3.3g/t 
over 1998-2004 from four of the five deposits.    

 

 

The deposit has a rich history with Newcrest spending more than A$20m from 1998 to 
2009 on the project.  Northern Star acquired Ashburton from Sipa Resources in 2011 
and undertook substantial exploration, technical, metallurgical and feasible feasibility 
study works. In 2012 Northern Star drilled 92 RC and diamond holes for 23,000 metres 
and increased the resource estimate to 21mt at 2.2 g/t for 1.08 moz. The resource is 
now 1.64 moz.  

 

Northern Star suspended operations in 2013 but the efforts to date suggest that 
significant additional resources are available here.  

Northern Star has suggested that this is similar to Carlin style mineralisation with 
features including  

• carbonates and carbonaceous silt stones  

• evidence of decalcification of dolomite and limestone units  

• gold arsenic-antimony-mercury chemical signature  

• silicification and jasperoid development  

• mineralised structures with evidence of intrusive activity  

Kalamazoo Non-Executive director Paul Adams was previously Managing Director of 
Spectrum Metals (SPX.ASX) which developed the Penny West deposit and he will take 
control of the development activities at Ashburton.  

 

The Company expects to be very busy with compilation of data, commissioning of 
geochem and geophysical surveys and investigating development options.  

 

 
located on the southern edge 
of the Pilbara Craton  
 
5 deposits  
 
Mount Olympus, West 
Olympus , Zeus, Peake and 
Waugh 
4 have been mined  
 
 
 
 
217km2 of area 
 
 
 
 
Exploration work by Newcrest 
and Northern Star with 
earlier mining by Sipa 
Resources  
 
Mt Olympus is the largest 
deposit and is open at depth 
and along strike 
  
Peake is the second largest 
and also open at depth and 
along strike  
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Long section of 399koz @ 3.5g/t Peake Gold Resource 

 

Kalamazoo has done a very good deal with Northern Star which has been very supportive 
for the development project with longer term mill feed in mind  

Under the deal Kalamazoo will not have to pay anything to Northern Star until it 
commences mining.    All future payments are through royalties.  

 

 

NST had also recognised 
additional exploration 
targets beyond the current 
resources  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mt Olympus has 1.08moz 
resource @ 2.2g/t 
 

 
 
These deposits at surface 
have oxidised zones and 
relatively low strip ratios and 
are open at depth 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peake is still open at depth 
 
This deposit looks 
particularly attractive  
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Under the terms of the agreement, Kalamazoo will pay Northern Star:   

  
1. $5.0M on mining of the first 250,000 tonnes of Ore; and  
  
2. a 2% Net Smelter Royalty (“NSR”) on the first 250,000oz of gold produced, 
with a 0.75% NSR on any subsequent gold produced from the tenements; and  
  
3. the same NSR’s will also apply on any other metals produced from the 
tenements. 

 
Kalamazoo will use the funds from the sale of the Snake Well tenements from Adaman 
to develop operations at Ashburton. 

The company’s approach to geochemistry using the CSIRO Ultrafine+TM clay suspension 
technique and advanced geophysical tools should ensure that the Ashburton resource 
will be quickly increased and de risked.  

The Snake Well development model could suit Kalamazoo very well for Ashburton by 
bringing in contractors to mine and also provide working capital for the development of 
the project with a profit share basis.  

A possible standalone project could cost around A$250m for a 2.5mtpa plant given that 
certain infrastructure is already in place. 

Output could be around 140-150kozpa at total costs of around A$1250/oz. 

The NPV10 is A$410m a/tax at A$2,500/oz. 

This values the gold at A$283/oz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
An excellent deal for 
Kalamazoo with no upfront 
cash required just A$5m on 
mining startup  
 
with future revenues from 
royalties  
 
NPV10 is A$410m 
 
This is A$283/ recovered oz 
on 1,448koz. 
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5.2.2 SISTERS GOLD PROJECT (80% OF NON-LITHIUM RIGHTS) 

The Sisters Gold Project is located 100 kilometres South West of Port Hedland and has 
an area of 136 km2 and was acquired in 2017.  

 
There has been no reported systematic historical gold exploration along this prospective 
shear which provides a significant opportunity for Kalamazoo to target significant new 
gold mineralisation.   

The tenement is underlain by folded and faulted siliciclastics, volcanoclastics and mafic 
sills of the Mallina Basin, which is part of the De Grey Supergroup (3020 to 2930Ma). 

The Project straddles the Wohler Shear Zone, a prospective splay along strike from De 
Grey’s world class Hemi discovery within the Mallina Gold Project.  

It is within the same structural corridor and is highly prospective for similar epigenetic 
shear zone and intrusion hosted gold mineralisation.  

KZR has already carried out 45km2 of Ultrafine+TM soil program along 12km of strike and 
2,774 line km aeromagnetic and radiometric surveys.  Additional work utilizing SAM 
(sub- audio magnetics survey) is being considered here for structural analysis.  

Analysis of geochem samples is awaited for early Sept Qtr 2020 but initial results are 
encouraging particularly given the success at Hemi and also with Coziron Resources’ 
nearby drilling results. A drilling program is planned for later in 2020.  

The Wohler Shear Zone is not far from the Mallina project.  

 

 

The Sisters 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aeromag Surveys 
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Source: Kalamazoo 

 

4.2.2 DOM’S HILL PROJECT 

The DOM's Hill project comprises three granted tenements and one application and is 
located 110 km from Port Hedland. 
 
The tenements cover the Gorge Range, Muccan South and Bamboo Creek Shear Zones 
which define the domain also contains numerous second order shear zones including 
the Dom’s Hill Shear Zone and the North-East Fault. 
 
KZR has carried out Ultrafine+TM soil program and is awaiting results.  The geology under 
the tenements is associated with the Fortescue group with good potential for nugget 
conglomerate with over 300oz in nuggets having been recovered by prospectors on 
these tenements recently. 
 
The tenements are primarily being assessed for gold but the geology is also prospective 
for nickel, copper and other base metals.  
 
Exploration to date has highlighted the potential for shear-hosted gold deposits.  
 
Dom’s Hill Project tenements 

 
. 
 

  

The Sisters project is along 
the Wohler Shear SW of the 
Mallina Gold Project  
 
 
 
Not far from Port Hedland  
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6.2.4 MARBLE BAR PROJECT (100% Interest In Non-Lithium Minerals) 

This 48km2 tenement is located 6.5 km East of Marble Bar and 11 km North West of 
Calidus Resources’ 1.25Moz Warrawoona Gold Project which is defined in the Klondyke 
shear zones over a strike length of >5km. 
 
KZR has carried out airborne magnetics/radiometrics surveys (completed May 2020 and 
awaiting results), soil samples and rock chips. 
 
The tenement straddles the western intrusive contact of the Archaean Mount Edgar 
batholith with volcanics and sediments of the Warrawoona Formation with ~12 km of 
the Warrawoona stratigraphy occurring within the tenement.  
 
The region around Warrawoona has had little exploration  to date. 
 
 Warrawoona Gold Project   - Calidus Resources 

 

Source: Calidus Resources 

Kalamazoo Targets in Marble Bar Tenements 

 
Source: Kalamazoo  

 
 
 
The Warrawoona Region 
has had little exploration to 
date  
 
 
Kalamazoo has numerous 
targets in these tenements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marble Bar Project is North 
of Warrawoona  
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5.1 SNAKE WELL GOLD AND BASE METALS PROJECT & ROYALTY 

The Snake Well Base Metals Project is located 170km northeast of Geraldton and 450km 
north of Perth in WA’s south Murchison Region.  

It has five granted mining leases, one granted exploration licence and two exploration 
licence applications covering an area of 263km² over prospective Archaean rocks of the 
Tallering Greenstone Belt. 

Kalamazoo acquired the Snake Well Gold and Base Metals Project from Atlas Iron (ASX: 
AGO) in April 2013.  Kalamazoo undertook a successful trial mining operation producing 
4,459 ounces of gold at 6.83g/ in 2016 that provided A$1.25m in net funds. 

The Snake Well Gold Project was sold in 2019 to Adaman Resources Pty Ltd for AUD$7m 
and a 2.5% Net Smelter Royalty on any base metals mined within the project area.   

 

 

 

DIRECTORS AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT 

 

Luke Reinehr          Exec Chairman 

Luke has over 30 years experience as a legal practioner in project development in mining 
and resources.  He has extensive partnership, director, CEO and chairman experience in 
Australian listed companies as well as international ventures.   

. 

Paul Adams  Non-exec Director 

Paul is an exploration geologist and former managing director of Spectrum Resources 
which increased the reserves at Penny West from 35koz to 355koz and was recently 
taken over by Ramelius.  Paul has over 18 years experience in exploration and mining 
roles in Australia and overseas. paul has operated important mines for the Placer Group 
and has also had significant experience as an investment banker with DJ Carmichael 
specialising in small cap resource companies across a range of commodities.  

 

Angus Middleton   Non-exec Director 

Angus is a fund manger and former stockbroker with extensive experience in capital 
markets, particularly in the resources sector. He is Managing Director of SA Capital Funds 
Management Limited, an Adelaide based investment fund that has been involved in 
many aspects of capital raisings.  

 

Luke Mortimer  Exploration Manager 

Luke is a geologist with over 25 experience in exploration and mining at various locations 
across Australia and other parts of the world. His experience has been as a geoscientist 
-technical leader with Western Mining Corporation exploration division and also with 
other companies looking for copper, nickel and gold.   

 

 

 

  

 

 
 
Snake Well mining 
operations provided 
A$1.25m in net working 
capital to KZR in 2016. 
 
Project and tenements were 
sold for A$7m and a 2.5% 
net smelter royalty. 
 
A$2.5m already received.  
Balance by Dec 2020. 
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FINANCIAL FEATURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

KZR made around A$1.25m net 
operating earnings over FY15 and 
FY16 from the Snake Well operation. 

 

The sale of Snake Well is brought in 
as income net of costs over two 
years. 

 

 

Cashflows 
 

KZR will have an operating burn rate 
of about A$4mpa but exploration is 
likely to step up significantly in the 
years ahead. 

 

KZR received A$10 in new equity 
including A$8m equally Eric Sprott 
and Novo Resources in FY20. 

 

KZR had Snake Well as a A$4.8m 
current receivable at 31 Dec 2019 

 

Funds are due before 31 Dec 2020.     

 

Balance Sheet 
KZR received a big boost from the 
Novo/ Sprott equity raising in early 
2020.  

KZR also has A$23.3 million from 
mostly already in the money options 
for exercise by the end of November 
2022  
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GENERAL SECURITIES – ADVICE WARNING 

Martin Place Securities makes no representation and gives no warranties to the 
accuracy or reliability of any information contained in this document and does not 
accept any liability for any loss caused by representations, errors or omissions on the 
part of Martin Place Securities or by any of their respective officers, employees or 
agents. In preparing this information, Martin Place Securities did not take into 
account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of the 
reader. Bn0 

 

Before making an investment decision on the basis of this information, the reader 
needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether the advice 
is appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial 
circumstances. 

 

ANALYST VERIFICATION 

Barry Dawes, as the author of this report, and as Head of Resources of Martin Place 
Securities, hereby certifies that the views expressed in this research accurately 
reflect his personal views about the subject securities or issuers. No part of analyst 
compensation is directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific 
recommendations or views in this research. The analyst principally responsible for 
the preparation of this research has received compensation based on overall 
revenues, including investment banking revenues, of Martin Place Securities. The 
Analyst has taken reasonable care to achieve and maintain independence unbiased 
objectivity in making any recommendations. 

 

The Analyst and his related entities hold no shares in Kalamazoo at the date of this 
report. 

 

RESEARCH DISCLAIMER 

Investment Research provided has been prepared for the general use of the clients 
of Martin Place Securities and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or 
distributed to any other person. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not 
use or disclose the information in this research in any way. Nothing in this research 
shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security or product, or to engage 
in or refrain from engaging in any transaction. In preparing this research, we did not 
take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs 
of the reader. Before making an investment decision on the basis of this research, 
the reader needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether 
the advice is appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and 
financial circumstances. There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of 
securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security may even become 
valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in 
international investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock 
market or economic conditions, which may adversely affect the value. 

 

This report was commissioned by Kalamazoo and the views are entirely those of the 
Analyst using publicly available information.  
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